
Image not found or type unknown Hostea Golden Pearl
This is the special crafted blend from the house of
Assam Cup. This Tea is a unique blend of hand picked
teas made from second flush, 'two leaf and a bud',
which gives a lively full bodied brisk cup with lingering
floral taste . With some milk and sugar, this makes the
ideal cup who want to rediscover the taste of Assam
Tea of British era.
Price: ₹160.00
Categories: Black Tea, CTC, Special
Tags: Black Tea, CTC, Hostea

Image not found or type unknown Hostea Dust
A hand-crafted blend & hand-picked from Upper Assam
CTC Dust Tea grains which gives lively and brisk cup
and from North Bank of Brahmaputra which with
classic maltiness mingled with sweet notes and floral
flavor. The aftertaste will keep you fresh and you can
enjoy a classic Assam cup any time of the day.
Price: ₹115.00
Categories: Dust
Tags: Black Tea, Hostea

Image not found or type unknown Hostea Black Pearl
This special tea is a unique blend of hand picked
second flush Broken Orange Pekoe . A smooth woody
notes form the very first sip followed by Sweet floral
aroma. This is anytime tea and preferred without milk
commonly known as Laal-Cha
Price: ₹150.00
Categories: Black Tea
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Tags: Black Tea, Hostea

Image not found or type unknown Hostea Black Pearl No.25
This is another special tea with a unique blend of hand
picked second flush smaller Broken Orange Pekoe from
hilly range of Upper-Assam . A lively and brisk cup with
classic taste of malt. With some milk and sugar, this
makes the ideal cup of indulgence, whenever the
mood suits you for having a classic Assam flavour.
Price: ₹150.00
Categories: Black Tea, CTC, Special
Tags: Black Tea, Hostea, Red Tea, without milk
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